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Abstra t. We report on our experien e in using the Isabelle/HOL theorem prover to me hanize proofs of observation equivalen e for systems
with in nitely many states, and for parameterized systems. We follow
the dire t approa h: An in nite relation ontaining the pair of systems
to be shown equivalent is de ned, and then proved to be a weak bisimulation. The weak bisimilarity proof is split into many ases, orresponding
to the derivatives of the pairs in the relation. Isabelle/HOL automatially proves simple ases, and guarantees that no ase is forgotten. The
strengths and weaknesses of the approa h are dis ussed.

1 Introdu tion
Observation equivalen e (or weak bisimilarity) is a natural notion of behavioural
equivalen e; it has been extensively studied and applied in the literature (see,
for instan e, [Mil89,MS92,San95℄). There exist two general ways of showing that
a system is observationally equivalent to its spe i ation. One, semanti ally oriented, way is to follow the de nition: exhibit a relation ontaining as a pair the
system and its spe i ation, and prove that it is a bisimulation. Con eptually,
the diÆ ult part is to exhibit the relation, while proving that the relation is
indeed a bisimulation redu es to a (usually large) number of simple he ks of
the form \for ea h derivative there exists a mat hing derivative". In order to
apply this method the only requirement is to have a good intuition about the
system. The se ond, synta ti ally oriented, way is to use algebrai (equational)
reasoning: the system is proved to be observationally equivalent to the spe i ation by exhibiting a (usually long) hain of equalities starting with the system
and ending with the spe i ation. In this ase no bisimulation relation has to be
guessed but deep insight into the proof system is required.
Both ways an be applied to systems with a nite or in nite state spa e.
In the se ond ase, however, they annot be ompletely automatized due to
well known unde idability results. Still, algebrai te hniques have been used
to verify various in nite systems, in luding a variation of the ABP (see, for
instan e, [GS95,BG93℄), and tool support has been developed. In ontrast, and
to the best of our knowledge, the semanti way has not yet been me hanized for
in nite systems, even though it ould be very useful: In order to establish that a
relation is a bisimulation, a large number of ases may have to be onsidered, even
if the relation an be partitioned into uniformly representable in nite subsets.

For instan e, the in nite-state version of the alternating bit proto ol (ABP)
onsidered in [Mil89℄, yields a relation onsisting of the union of 12 groups of

pairs, leading to 94 proof obligations of the form `the strong transition ! on
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one side an be mat hed by a weak transition =) on the other side'. Proofs
by hand onsider only a few ases (Milner onsiders 6), leaving the others as
obvious or similar. This pro edure is of ourse prone to errors; in fa t, Milner
remarks that his proof of the ABP is on the verge of what is tra table by hand,
and he proposes to me hanize the pro edure with the help of theorem provers.
In this paper we follow Milner's suggestion. We report on our experien e with
the me hanization in Isabelle/HOL [Pau94,Pau93℄ of three examples on erning
ommuni ation proto ols, in luding Milner's proof of the ABP. We examine to
what extent the theorem prover is able to verify bisimulation relations automatially, and at what point the user has to provide additional information. We shall
see that Isabelle automati ally nds derivatives that are rea hable by transition
sequen es of length 0 or 1, while longer transition sequen es and their derivatives
have to be spe i ed by the user.
We have hosen examples from the area of ommuni ation proto ols for several reasons. First, they are often used as `real-life' examples to demonstrate the
expressiveness and merits, or weaknesses, of on urrent frameworks and their
behavioural or algebrai equivalen es [BK85,Mil89,BW90,NC95,Sne95,Nam97℄.
Se ond, they often serve as ben hmarks for proof environments, espe ially for
algebrai proof systems in theorem provers. Examples of me hanizations are presented in [PS88,NS94,GS95,BG93,Gim96,HM98℄. Finally, the bisimulation approa h seems to be parti ularly suitable for ommuni ation proto ols (see the
dis ussion at the end of the paper).
We model both ommuni ation proto ols and their spe i ations in terms of
labelled transition systems [Plo81℄, using a on urrent normal form that usually
suÆ es for rea tive systems (see also [GS95℄): a nite number of sequential, yet
non-deterministi , value-passing pro esses (i.e., pro esses with in nite summation) is onne ted by parallel omposition, with an embra ing restri tion hiding
the internal a tions. Note that other models like ommuni ating automata, for
instan e, would have done as well. Note further that the systems and their spe i ations need not even be des ribed within the same model. Also, our experiments
do not rely espe ially on Isabelle/HOL; we ould as well have applied any other
generi prover o ering higher order logi , like PVS or Coq.
The paper is organized as follows: In Se tion 2 we give a short overview
of the features of Isabelle/HOL we are going to exploit in our ase study. The
pro ess algebrai al framework is introdu ed in Se tion 3. The main part of this
work is Se tion 4 where we establish bisimulation relations for three examples,
and dis uss their proofs in Isabelle: we show that a hannel that loses or dupli ates messages is observationally equivalent to a hannel that further | dete tably | garbles messages but applies a lter to dis ard the garbled ones
before delivery. The hannels are assumed to be of arbitrary length, thus both
systems are in nite-state (Se tion 4.1). The se ond example is a me hanization
of Milner's orre tness proof for the Alternating Bit Proto ol (ABP) [Mil89℄ in

Isabelle/HOL. Also this example is in nite-state as, again, the hannels are assumed to be of arbitrary length (Se tion 4.2). The last example deals with a
spe i ation of a Sliding Window Proto ol (SWP) in terms of a parallel omposition of several hannels applying the ABP [PS88℄. It is a parameterized system
(the parameter being essentially the window size) ontaining in nite-state omponents. Due to the ompositionality of observation equivalen e we an repla e
the ABP omponents with their spe i ations (i.e., with one-pla e bu ers), and
thus obtain a parameterized system of nite-state omponents (Se tion 4.3).

2 Isabelle/HOL
Using the generi theorem prover Isabelle [Pau94℄ we ondu t all proofs in its
instantiation HOL for higher-order logi [Pau93℄. Proofs in Isabelle are based on
uni ation, and are usually ondu ted in a ba kward resolution style: the user
formulates the goal he/she intends to prove, and then | in intera tion with
Isabelle | ontinuously redu es it to simpler subgoals until all of the subgoals
have been a epted by the tool. Upon this the goal an be stored in Isabelle's
database as a theorem. Isabelle o ers various ta ti s, most of them applying to
single subgoals. The basi ta ti s allow the user to instantiate a theorem from
Isabelle's database so that its on lusion an be applied to transform a urrent
subgoal into instantiations of its premises. Further there exist automati ta ti s
using the basi ta ti s to prove given subgoals a ording to di erent heuristi s.
These heuristi s have in ommon that a provable goal is always transformed
into a set of provable subgoals; `unsafe' rules (rules that might yield unprovable
subgoals) are only applied if none of the resulting subgoals has to be reported
to the user as urrently unproved. Besides these lassi al ta ti s Isabelle o ers
simpli ation ta ti s based on algebrai transformations. The most general and
powerful ta ti is Auto_ta whi h interweaves lassi al and simpli ation ta ti s,
and reasons about all subgoals of the urrent proof state simultaneously.
Isabelle's instantiation for higher-order logi o ers a number of modules,
alled theories, in luding among others frameworks for arithmeti s, sets, and
lists. These modules in lude databases with basi theorems that have already
been proved, and that an be referen ed by the user when working with the
modules. The arithmeti module of Isabelle/HOL is of parti ular interest, as it
allows the user to give indu tive de nitions. Note that transition systems are dened indu tively, i.e., as the least set satisfying ertain axioms and rules. Isabelle
then automati ally generates various forms of the transition rules in luding ase
exhaustions stating all reasons that may have led to a given transition; e.g.,
\P k Q ! R be ause P ! P 0 and R = P 0 k Q, or : : :". Further it generates ta ti s for stru tural indu tion. Although Isabelle/HOL o ers a framework
for oindu tion, we do not make use of it, sti king to the original de nition of
observation equivalen e given in terms of a predi ate over binary relations.
Isabelle is a generi theorem prover, i.e., the user an de ne theories of his/her
own. Su h theory modules onsist of two parts: in a de nition part new types,
onstants, and rules for the onstants are introdu ed; in a se ond part theorems

are proved and added to the theorem database. A preamble to the de nition
part lists the theories upon whi h the new module is based; these an in lude
built-in as well as user-de ned theories.

3 Transition Systems and Observation Equivalen e
Rea tive systems generally onsist of a nite set of pro ess omponents whi h,
a ording to their states, send and re eive data along onne tions1 between them
(see also [GS95℄).
Let  be a ountably in nite set of signals (visible a tions) ranged over by
a; b; : : :. Further, in order to transmit messages of some (unspe i ed) type we
introdu e a ountably in nite set of onne tions ( )C on ranged over by 1; 2; : : :.
The type of the onne tions is parameterized over the type variable , thus we
use ( )C on instead of simply writing C on. The set of visible labels, ( )L is given
by all inputs a and (v), and outputs a and hvi of signals and messages along
the onne tions. We use A t def
=  [ fa j a 2 g to denote the set of inputs and
outputs on signals.
(States of) systems are de ned indu tively in terms of (states of) their omponents Pi | given in terms of onstant identi ers, and representing the basi
units | and parallel ompositions between them. We use the term pro esses
to refer to omponents and systems equally. Formally, pro ess omponents and
states have the following syntax:
( )PC ::= P1 (~x1)
( )S ::= ( )PC

j : : : j Pn(~xn );
j ( )S k ( )S ;

where the x~i are variables of type . In the Isabelle formalization of the proto ols,
omponents are sequential yet possibly nondeterministi pro esses, where ea h
state is denoted by a onstant of its own.
We use a Plotkin-style transition semanti s [Plo81℄ given in terms of a strong

transition relation ! ( )S  (( )L [ f g)  ( )S . The transition rules are
de ned indu tively via axioms for the omponents in ( )PC (des ribing the
input and output as well as the silent behaviour of the omponents), and rules
for parallel omposition in luding ommuni ation, where  2 ( )L[f g, a 2 ,
2 ( )C on, and v 2 :

P ! P 0
P1
P k Q ! P0 k Q

P a! P 0 Q a! Q0 C1
P k Q ! P 0 k Q0

v)
vi
P (!
P 0 Q h!
Q0 C3

0
P k Q ! P k Q0

The rules P2, C2, and C4 are symmetri versions of P1, C1, and C3.
Note that the transition rules are de ned indu tively, i.e., the transition
relation is de ned as the least set satisfying the given axioms and rules ( f.
Se tion 2). This implies that besides the onstru tive rules su h as P1, P2, or
1

We do not use the term hannel here, in order to avoid ambiguities with the hannels
used by the proto ols.

C1, one an give analysis rules telling for a given transition how it an be derived.
Let, e.g., a be a signal, and let P and Q be pro esses. Then,

P k Q a! R
a
a
(9P 0 : R = P 0 k Q ^ P ! P 0) _ (9Q0 : R = P k Q0 ^ Q ! Q0)
is su h a ase analysis. The general analysis rule omprising silent steps is more
ompli ated, as it further onsiders possible ommuni ations between the omponents.
(w )
We model inputs in an early style, i.e., input rules are of the form 8w: P !
0
P (w). When formalizing the transition systems in Isabelle the user need not
state the 8-quanti ation expli itely but applies a formal parameter for whi h the
quanti ation is then automati ally provided by the prover. Note that Isabelle
is able to distinguish between onstants and formal parameters.
In order to abstra t from internal a tivities of the systems (like, e.g., ommuni ations, idle loops, or the pro essing of data), we use a weak transition relation

=) ( )S  (( )L [ f; g)  ( )S whi h allows for arbitrarily many  -steps
 def
before and after ea h transition. As usual =)
= ( !) denotes the re exive
transitive losure of (strong) internal steps. Below we give the rules for introdu ing , lifting strong transitions to weak ones, and for the expansion of weak
transitions by silent steps, where  2 ( )L [ f g, and  2 ( )L [ f; g,

P =) P


E



P ;0 P 0 =) P ;00 P 00 =)
P 000 EX
P =)
P 0 TE P ! P 0 SW P =)


P =) P 0
P =) P 0
P =) P 000

Further there exist weak versions of the rules P1, P2, C1, C2, C3, and C4.
We use the ommon abbreviation ^ to denote  if  =  , and  if  is a
visible label.
Isabelle allows a mix x representation of onstants (like a tions, pro esses, or
transitions). Exploiting this we an write P -[ <v>℄-> P' for an output of value
v along hannel , or P -[ #{v}℄-> P'(v) for an input of v, or P -[tau℄-> P'
for a silent transition. We write P =[u℄=> P' for a weak transition with label u.
So far we have not distinguished between internal and external signals or onne tions. In order to avoid an additional restri tion operator, for whi h we would
have to formalize additional rules in Isabelle, we defer the matter of interfa e to
the de nition of bisimularity. Let A   be a set of signals, and C  ( )C on a
set of onne tions of type . Then we de ne ( )L (A;C ) to ontain all possible
inputs and outputs on signals in A, as well as on onne tions in C .

De nition 1 (Observation Equivalen e). A relation R  ( )S  ( )S is
a (weak) bisimulation wrt. (A; C ) 2   ( )C on, if for all (P; Q)
 2 ( )L (A;C ) [ f g, the following holds:

2R

and

^
{ If P ! P 0, for some P 0, there exists a Q0 s.t. Q =)
Q0 and (P 0; Q0) 2 R.


^
{ If Q ! Q0 , for some Q0, there exists a P 0 s.t. P =) P 0 and (P 0; Q0) 2 R.

Two pro esses P and Q are observation equivalent wrt. (A;C ), written P (A;C )Q,
if there exists a weak bisimulation ontaining (P; Q).
Let n be the restri tion operator from CCS, extended to be appli able both
to signals and onne tions. Though we nd it onvenient not to have a restri tion operator on ( )S , we are still lose to the original notion of observation
equivalen e. Let R be a bisimulation wrt. (A; C ). Then

R0 def
= f(P n( A; ( )C on C ); Qn( A; ( )C on C ) j (P; Q) 2 Rg
is a weak bisimulation in the sense of [Mil89℄. This is due to observation equivalen e being a ongruen e wrt. restri tion. Further every bisimulation in the sense
of [Mil89℄ is a bisimulation wrt. (; ( )C on). This implies that two systems are
observationally equivalent in the usual sense i they are so in our sense, allowing
us to adapt ongruen e properties and proof te hniques without having to prove
them expli itly in our framework.

4 A Case Study
In all of the following examples the sets of labels that are visible to the observer
either onsist of signals, or of messages sent alog hannels. We an thus proje t
observation equivalen e wrt. (A; C ) either to observation equivalen e wrt. A,
written A , or to observation equivalen e wrt. C , written C .
All proofs in this se tion follow a uniform pattern: The user sets up the
systems and their spe i ations by giving their states and transition rules in one
module. From this de nition Isabelle omputes sets of rules that an be used to
reason about the transitions in a onstru tive as well as in an analysing style;
further Isabelle generates s hemes for stru tural indu tion ( f. Se tions 2, 3).
Another module ontains as a predi ate the riterion for a relation to be a
bisimulation. The bisimulation relation itself is de ned and proved in a third
module whi h relies on the two previous modules. Often a further module is
ne essary to provide additional theorems about the data types used to model
the transition systems (e.g., about insertion into or deletion from the nite lists
representing ommuni ation hannels).
The proof that a relation is a bisimulation usually falls into the following
parts: in a separate theorem for ea h label , we prove symboli ally for every
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(P; Q) 2 R that if P ! P 0, for some P 0, there exists a Q0 s.t. Q =) Q0
and (P 0; Q0) 2 R; and similarly for Q. Then the main theorem of ea h theory
stating that R is a bisimulation is instantiated a ording to De nition 1 and
redu ed to the above proof obligations. This, in luding the ne essary swapping
of quanti ers, is done automati ally by Isabelle.
In the following we present three examples demonstrating the generality of
the approa h: in the rst example we ompare two in nite-state systems that
are both non-deterministi ; the se ond example deals with quite a large omposed system ontaining non-deterministi omponents and a small deterministi

spe i ation; in the third example we onsider a omposed system whi h is parameterized wrt. the number of its omponents. The three examples are losely
related, e.g., the system studied in our third example ontains as its omponents
the se ond one whi h an be repla ed by its spe i ation due to the ompositionality of observation equivalen e. It should be noted that, unlike in many proof
me hanizations in theorem provers, our Isabelle proofs are not mu h di erent
from proofs as one would perform them by hand. Yet, what is di erent is the
emphasis put on di erent parts of the proofs. Whereas in proofs by hand one has
to be areful not to forget about any strong transition, Isabelle automati ally
takes are of this. On the other hand, an Isabelle user has to spend a lot of time
intera ting with the tool in order to prove very simple theorems about the data
stru tures manipulated during a transition. In both ases the weak transitions
have to be found by the person ondu ting the proof. However, presenting them
to Isabelle is not mu h more time- onsuming than writing them down on a pie e
of paper, and often it even suÆ es to provide the prover with a s heme so to
enable it to generate the transitions automati ally.

4.1 Faulty hannels of unbounded size
Our rst example is taken from [Sne95℄. It is of interest to us as it ompares two
indeterminate in nite-state systems operating on similar data stru tures. Most
of the resulting proof obligations refer to strong transitions in weak disguise.
Consider two hannels of unbounded apa ity, say K and L. We model their
ontents by nite lists of arbitrary length. Both may lose or dupli ate messages,
but K is further able to garble data. This is re e ted by an additional bit atta hed
to ea h message in K.
"L(s)
"L(s  a # t)
"L(s  a # t)
"L(s  [x℄)

-[ i#{x}℄->
-[tau℄->
-[tau℄->
-[ o<x>℄->

L(x # s)"
L(s  t)"
L(s  a # a # t)"
L(s)"

(*
(*
(*
(*

a ept *)
lose *)
dupl *)
deliver *)

"K(s)
"K(s 
"K(s 
"K(s 
"K(s 

-[ i#{x}℄->
-[tau℄->
-[tau℄->
-[tau℄->
-[ f<(x, b)>℄->

K((x,
K(s 
K(s 
K(s 
K(s)"

(*
(*
(*
(*
(*

a ept *)
lose *)
dupl *)
garble *)
deliver *)

a # t)
a # t)
(x, b) # t)
[(x, b)℄)

True) # s)"
t)"
a # a # t)"
(x, False) # t)"

A lter atta hed to K delivers orre tly transmitted messages and dis ards
garbled ones. We onsider a version of a lter that dis ards garbled messages
immediately when it re eives them, but may arbitrarily lose or dupli ate a message on e it has a epted it. A lter that delivers all messages it has a epted
would not lead to a system observationally equivalent to L: a state in whi h a
message has just been transferred to the lter ould not mat h a losing a tion
by L.
"Filter

-[ f#{(x, True)}℄->

FF{x, 0}"

(* a

ept *)

Trans

send
a ept

transmit

Sender

Replier

a knowledge

Fig. 1.

"Filter
"FF{x, 0}
"FF{x, Su n}
"FF{x, 0}
"FF{x, Su n}
"FF{x, n}

Ak

deliver

reply

Components of the ABP

-[ f#{(x, False)}℄->
-[ o<x>℄->
-[ o<x>℄->
-[tau℄->
-[tau℄->
-[tau℄->

Filter"
Filter"
FF{x, n}"
Filter"
FF{x, n}"
FF{x, Su n}"

(*
(*
(*
(*
(*
(*

dis ard *)
deliver *)
deliver *)
lose *)
lose *)
dupl *)

By demonstrating that the relation BS_Filter, given below, is a bisimulation
relation wrt. { i, o}, we an on lude that L  (K k Filter)nf fg.
"BStr == {(P, Q) . (EX s

.
&
"BSdl == {(P, Q) . (EX s x n .
&
"BS_Filter == BStr Un BSdl"

P
Q
P
Q

=
=
=
=

K(s) || Filter
L(map fst (filter snd s)))}"
K(s) || FF{x,n}
L((map fst (filter snd s))
 (repli ate (Su n) x)))}"

In the relation BS_Filter, L ontains lists whi h are obtained from those
stored in K by rst eliminating all garbled messages (filter snd s; garbled
messages are tagged with a False bit), and then proje ting all elements of the
resulting list to their rst omponents (map fst). The list xn+1, denoted by
repli ate (Su n) x, models the n + 1 opies of message x stored in the
lter.
Proving that BS_Filter is a bisimulation is not diÆ ult, yet one has to
take are of the lists of messages in the hannels. As mentioned above most
of the involvement by the user goes into theorems telling, for instan e, how
map fst (filter snd s) looks like if an element has been lost from s. Provided with these theorems, however, Isabelle proves by one single appli ation
of Auto_ta that BS_filter is a bisimulation. In parti ular, the user does not
have to nd the weak transitions.
The proof s ript ontains less than 300 lines, and has been set up within a
few hours only.

4.2 The Alternating Bit Proto ol
The Alternating Bit Proto ol (ABP), introdu ed in [BSW69℄, is a well-established
ben hmark for proof methodologies implemented in theorem provers (see, for

instan e, [PS88,BG93,NS94,Gim96℄). It turns unreliable hannels into reliable
ommuni ation lines. We onsider an in nite-state variant in whi h the hannels
an hold arbitrarily many messages. The model as well as the outline of the
proof follow [Mil89℄.
The behaviour of the ABP an be spe i ed in terms of a one-pla e bu er.
This allows to abstra t from the data to be transmitted. Note however that
in luding them would not further ompli ate the proof, neither by hand nor in
a theorem prover.
"a Buff -[a ept℄-> delBuff"
"delBuff -[deliver℄-> a Buff"

(* a ept a message *)
(* deliver a message *)

The ABP is designed around two faulty hannels | one transmitting the
messages and the other returning a knowledgements | a sender, and a replier
module. A s hemati view is given in Figure 1.
The hannels, Trans and A k, may both lose or dupli ate but never swap
messages. They behave exa tly like hannel L in the previous Se tion. We refer
to the input and output onne tions of Trans as s and t, and to those of A k
as r and a, respe tively.
The sender module ontinuously a epts messages from the environment,
transmits them over the hannel Trans, and waits for an a knowledgement along
A k, before a epting a new message. If an a knowledgement does not arrive
within a ertain time the sender assumes that the message has been lost and
resends it. Yet, as the message may only have been delayed, the sender tags all
messages with a bit so that new messages an be distinguished from old ones. An
alternating bit suÆ es for this purpose, as the messages may not be swapped.
"A ept(b)
"Send(b)
"Sending(b)
"Sending(b)
"Sending(b)

-[a ept℄->
-[ s<b>℄->
-[tau℄->
-[ a#{b}℄->
-[ a#{~b}℄->

Send(b)"
Sending(b)"
Send(b)"
A ept(~b)"
Sending(b)"

(*
(*
(*
(*
(*

a ept a message *)
send message *)
timeout *)
orre t a knowledge *)
old a knowledge *)

After having delivered a message to the environment, the replier module
repeatedly transmits tagged a knowledgements to the sender until a new message
arrives.
"Deliver(b)
"Reply(b)
"Replying(b)
"Replying(b)
"Replying(b)

-[deliver℄->
-[ r<b>℄->
-[tau℄->
-[ t#{~b}℄->
-[ t#{b}℄->

Reply(b)"
Replying(b)"
Reply(b)"
Deliver(~b)"
Replying(b)"

(*
(*
(*
(*
(*

deliver a message *)
a knowledge *)
timeout *)
re eive new message *)
re eive old message *)

The bisimulation relation, BS_ABP, is the union of the relations BSa ept, in
whi h the pro esses are potentially able to a ept a new message, and BSdeliver,
in whi h the pro esses may deliver the urrent message. In every hannel there
are at most two types of messages or a knowledgements: those that are urrently
being delivered, and possibly opies of the previous ones. The nite lists are

thus either of the form xn , or xnym ; in Isabelle this is expressed by using the
repli ate operator de ned in the built-in module for nite lists.
"BSa

ept == {(P, Q) . Q = a Buff &
((EX b n p . P = A ept(~b) || Trans(repli ate n b) ||
A k(repli ate p b) || Reply(b))
| (EX b n p . P = A ept(~b) || Trans(repli ate n b) ||
A k(repli ate p b) || Replying(b))
| (EX b m p q . P = Send(~b) || Trans(repli ate m (~b)) ||
A k(repli ate p b  repli ate q (~b)) ||
Reply(~b))
| (EX b m p q . P = Send(~b) || Trans(repli ate m (~b)) ||
A k(repli ate p b  repli ate q (~b)) ||
Replying(~b))
| (EX b m p q . P = Sending(~b) || Trans(repli ate m (~b)) ||
A k(repli ate p b  repli ate q (~b)) ||
Reply(~b))
| (EX b m p q . P = Sending(~b) || Trans(repli ate m (~b)) ||
A k(repli ate p b  repli ate q (~b)) ||
Replying(~b)))}"

"BSdeliver == {(P, Q) . Q = delBuff &
((EX b m p . P = Send(~b) || Trans(repli ate m (~b)) ||
A k(repli ate p b) || Deliver(~b))
| (EX b m p . P = Sending(~b) || Trans(repli ate m (~b)) ||
A k(repli ate p b) || Deliver(~b))
| (EX b m n p . P = Send(~b) ||
Trans(repli ate m (~b)  repli ate n b) ||
A k(repli ate p b) || Reply(b))
| (EX b m n p . P = Send(~b) ||
Trans(repli ate m (~b)  repli ate n b) ||
A k(repli ate p b) || Replying(b))
| (EX b m n p . P = Sending(~b) ||
Trans(repli ate m (~b)  repli ate n b) ||
A k(repli ate p b) || Reply(b))
| (EX b m n p . P = Sending(~b) ||
Trans(repli ate m (~b)  repli ate n b) ||
A k(repli ate p b) || Replying(b)))}"
"BS_ABP == BSa

ept Un BSdeliver"

To show that BS_ABP is indeed a bisimulation wrt. fa ept, deliverg we
follow our usual s heme. As a typi al example onsider the ase where the ABP
performs a strong a ept transition. We have to prove the obligation, if (P, Q)
2 BS_ABP and P -[a ept℄-> P', then there exists a Q' s.t. Q =[a ept℄=> Q',
and (P', Q') 2 BS_ABP. Out of the six subrelations in BSa ept, di ering in
the shape of P, Isabelle automati ally extra ts the rst two as those in whi h P
an do an a ept. It remains to show that in both ases the resulting pro ess
P' ts the shape of P in the third and fourth subrelations of BSdeliver, the

Channel 0
a ept Distributor

Channel 1
..
.

Colle tor

deliver

Channel n
Fig. 2.
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diÆ ulty being that the lists of messages in the hannels look di erently from
those in BSa ept. However, on e provided with the ne essary theorems about
nite lists, Isabelle manages to omplete the proof fully automati ally.
Another interesting example is the reverse ase where Q -[a ept℄-> Q',
and P =[a ept℄=> P'. For the third through sixth ase of BSa ept the user
has to provide suitable sequen es of weak transitions leading to the a eptan e of
a new message. In all of the ases we an apply the following s heme: remove all
messages from Trans and A k (that this is possible an be shown by an indu tion
on the length of the lists stored in the hannels), then have the replier transmit
an a knowledgement to the sender, and nally exe ute the a ept transition.
For the invisible transitions of the ABP we essentially have to show that
they yield derivatives that still lie within BSa ept or BSdeliver, respe tively.
As for ea h of the pro esses there are several possibilities, we examine ea h of the
twelve ases separately. Note, moreover, that a simultaneous treatment of all the
ases may ex eed the apa ity of the prover, as also the hypotheti al ases like
\ omponent A k ommuni ates with omponent Trans" have to be onsidered,
resulting in an exponential blow-up of ases. Again, provided with the ne essary
theorems about lists, Isabelle proves the ases fully automati ally.
The proof s ript ontains about 800 lines. As a large part of it onsists
of theorems about the nite lists used in the hannels, some experien e with
theorem provers is ne essary to set up the proofs. The bisimulation part itself
ontains a bit more than 400 lines, and an be set up within a few days by a
user experien ed both in the bisimulation proof method and theorem proving.
Noti e, however, that this is only possible if the on ept of the proof has already
been lear before Isabelle is brought into play.

4.3 A Spe i ation of the Sliding Window Proto ol
In [PS88℄ a spe i ation of the Sliding Window Proto ol (SWP) is presented,
given by the parallel omposition of n ommuni ation lines whi h in turn use
the ABP on faulty hannels. Figure 2 gives a s hemati al view of the system.
In oming messages are y li ally distributed to the ommuni ation lines by a
distributor module, and are re olle ted and delivered by a olle tor module. The
system spe i es the behaviour of an SWP with input and output windows of

equal size. A far simpler spe i ation onsists of an (n + 2)-pla e bu er, if n is
the number of parallel hannels in our implementation (the distributor and the
olle tor ontribute with one pla e ea h).
We now reason that an implementation using n opies of the ABP and an
(n + 2)-pla e bu er are observation equivalent. Applying the ompositionality of
observation equivalen e, we an use one-pla e bu ers instead of the n opies of
the ABP. We split the proof into three parts, again exploiting the ompositionality of observation equivalen e.
This time we annot abstra t from data, as the system need not deliver a
message before a epting a new one. We have to guarantee that messages are
not swapped. The one-pla e bu ers EB2 are thus of the following form, where ii
and oi are denoted by i{i} and o{i}, respe tively:
"EB{i,None} -[ i{i}#{x}℄-> EB{i,Some x}"
"EB{i,Some x} -[ o{i}<x>℄-> EB{i,None}"

(* a ept *)
(* deliver *)

Distributor and olle tor possess parameters h and l telling to whi h of the
bu ers a message is to be sent, or from whi h one it is to be taken. Ea h su h
transition in rements the parameters by 1 modulo the number of bu ers, yielding
the y li behaviour of distributor and olle tor.
"D{n, h, None} -[ a#{x}℄-> D{n, h, Some x}"
"D{n, h, Some x} -[ i{h}<x>℄-> D{n, h {+n} 1, None}"

(* a ept *)
(* distr *)

"C{n, l, None} -[ o{l}#{x}℄-> C{n, l {+n} 1, Some x}"
"C{n, l, Some x} -[ d<x>℄-> C{n, l, None}"

(* olle t *)
(* deliver *)

In the sequel we dis uss the three parts of the proof:
(1) We need a nite representation of the n one-pla e bu ers put in parallel.
They an be des ribed by a single omponent AB ontaining an array with n
elements, one for the pla e of ea h bu er.
"[| i < length xs ; xs!i = None |℄ ==>
AB{xs} -[ i{i}#{x}℄-> AB{xs[i := Some x℄}"
"[| i < length xs ; xs!i = Some x |℄ ==>
AB{xs} -[ o{i}<x>℄-> AB{xs[i := None℄}"

(* a

ept *)

(* deliver *)

The rst rule reads as follows: for all positions numbered 0  i < n (with n
= length xs), if the position is empty (xs!i = None), then AB an read a value
on onne tion i{i} and store it in pla e i. The se ond rule is the orresponding
rule for destru tive output.
In order to show that a parallel omposition of n one-pla e bu ers and an
array bu er of size n are observation equivalent wrt. f ifig j 0  i < ng [
f ofig j 0  i < ng, we show that for every array of length n, there is a
bisimulation ontaining (EB{(n), None} || AB{Nonen}, AB{Nonen+1}):
"BS_BuffIndu t == {(P, Q) .
(EX xs x .
2

P = (EB{(length xs), x}) || AB{xs} &
Q = AB{xs  [x℄})}"

EB stands for `element bu er', as opposed to the `array bu er' AB introdu ed later.

Exploiting the ompositionality of observation equivalen e, we an on lude
by indu tion on the number of parallel omponents that
EB{0, None} k : : : k EB{(n - 1), None} f ifig; ofigg AB{Nonen}.

(2) As a onsequen e of (1) our implementation redu es to a system onsisting
of a distributor, a olle tor, and an array bu er AB of size n. We pro eed by
omparing this system to another system given by a variation of an n-pla e
bu er BP, and two barrier one-pla e bu ers, one atta hed to its `front' (FB), and
another atta hed to its `ba k' (BB). Internally the n-pla e bu er is organized like
the array bu er, yet it possesses only one input and one output onne tion, and
stores and retrieves messages in a y li order; the parameters h and l indi ate
where to store messages and from where to retrieve them.
" s!h = None ==> BP{h, l,
BP{h {+length( s)} 1,
" s!l = Some(x) ==> BP{h,
BP{h, l {+length( s)}

s}
l,
l,
1,

-[ i#{x}℄->
s[h := Some(x)℄}"
s} -[ o<x>℄->
s[l := None℄}"

(* a

ept *)

(* deliver *)

"FB{None} -[ a#{x}℄-> FB{Some x}"
"FB{Some x} -[ i<x>℄-> FB{None}"

(* a ept *)
(* deliver *)

"BB{None} -[ o#{x}℄-> BB{Some x}"
"BB{Some x} -[ d<x>℄-> BB{None}"

(* a ept *)
(* deliver *)

AB{Nonen} k C{n, l, None} and
BB{None} are observation equivalent wrt.

We an show that D{n, h, None}

k

FB{None} k
k
{ a, d} by exhibiting the following bisimulation relation:
BP{h, l, Nonen}

"BS_SWP == {(P,
h <
P =
Q =

Q) . (EX xs x y h l .
length xs & l < length xs &
(FB{x}) || (BP{h, l, xs}) || BB{y} &
(D{length xs, h, x}) || (AB{xs}) || C{length xs, l, y})}"

(3) To omplete the proof we have to show that BP behaves like an n-pla e
bu er, nB, modelled as follows:
"length(s) < n ==> nB{n, s}
-[ i#{x}℄-> nB{n, s  [x℄}"
"nB{n, x # s} -[ o<x>℄-> nB{n, s}"

A list Nonek Æ s Æ Nonel stored in BP is re e ted in nB by a list s^ (see BS1_1
below); s^ is obtained from s by mapping all elements Some x to x (s does not
ontain None anyway); a list s1 Æ Nonek Æ s2 in BP is re e ted in nB by s^2 Æ s^1 (see
BS1_2 below). The bisimulation relation looks as follows:
"BS1_1 == {(P, Q) . (EX n s h l .
P = nB{n, map the s}
& Q = BP{h, l, repli ate l None  s  repli ate (n - h) None}
& list_all (% x . x ~= None) s
& h < n
& l + length s = h)}"

"BS1_2 == {(P, Q) . (EX n s1 s2 h l .
P = nB{n, map the s2  map the s1}
& Q = BP{h, l, s1  repli ate (l - h) None  s2}
& list_all (% x . x ~= None) s1
& list_all (% x . x ~= None) s2
& length s1 = h
& h <= l & l < n
& l + length s2 = n)}"
"BS_nBuffer == BS1_1 Un BS1_2"

The proof s ript for the three bisimulations verifying the SWP ontains about
600 lines, and has been set in less than two weeks. The proofs of (1) and (2) are
rather straightforward, as P and Q behave similarly. Isabelle dedu es the proofs
automati ally without the user having to split them into single theorems overing
the obligations. Note that the weak transitions are dire tly derivable from strong
ones applying the rules TE and SW (see Se tion 3), thus need not be given by
the user. Also, almost no additional results about the data types have to be
provided by the user. The most hallenging part on erning the me hanization
is (3), as here y li stru tures are mapped to linear lists. The orresponding
theorems make up for nearly two thirds of the proof. For these proofs ertain
expertise in theorem proving is indispensable.

5 Dis ussion
In the previous se tion we have presented a me hanization of the veri ation of
ommuni ation proto ols in a pro ess-algebrai al framework based on exhibiting
bisimulation relations. In this se tion we dis uss several questions about our approa h, going from the more general (is a bisimulation framework appropriate?)
to the more on rete (how to further improve our te hniques).
Are bisimulation te hniques suitable? Bisimulations are often argued to be too
dis riminating for many pra ti al appli ations. In the area of ommuni ation
proto ols this seems to be a lesser problem. Due to the rather deterministi
behaviour of the spe i ations of ommuni ation proto ols, observation and fair
testing equivalen e [NC95℄ | and sometimes even tra e equivalen e [Mil89℄ |
oin ide, no matter how the implementations of the proto ols look like. Thus,
in these ases one an pro t from the bisimulation proof methodology to show
the, usually less dis riminating, notions of testing or tra e equivalen e.
Bisimulation equivalen e does not preserve liveness properties sin e, e.g.,
one annot infer from Q being divergen e-free that ne essarily P is so too, even
if they are weakly bisimilar. However, in the area of ommuni ation proto ols
nondeterminism often models probabilisti hoi e (a message an be lost with a
ertain probability), and so it is often reasonable to assume that the system does
not remain in any  -loop inde nitely (as for instan e in the ABP). Under this
assumption bisimulation peserves liveness properties. It should also be mentioned
that our approa h an be extended to stronger bisimulation-like equivalen es
preserving liveness properties (see, for instan e, [Wal90℄).

Comparison with algebrai te hniques. Algebrai te hniques are generally onsidered more elegant. Furthermore, it has been laimed that they su eed in
ases where it is hard to nd a bisimulation relation [GS96℄. Their main drawba k with respe t to our approa h is that they require deep insight into a proof
system for bisimulation; on the ontrary, exhibiting a bisimulation relation requires only good intuition about the system. A further point is that algebrai
te hniques usually require the transformation of a system into its normal form
applying expansion, whi h in the presen e of parallel ompositions leads to an
explosion of the size of the pro ess. The degree of the explosion orresponds to
the number of proof obligations the system produ es in a bisimulation relation.
A dire t approa h has the advantage that the explosion problem an be atta ked
by splitting the proof obligations, as we have done it in Se tion 4.2.
Keeping bisimulations manageable. Keeping the size of relations manageable is
an important problem of our approa h. Noti e, for instan e, that the des ription
of BS_ABP already takes almost a page. A rst solution is to use the ompositionality of observation equivalen e. In our third example we were able to repla e the
ABP hannels by one-pla e bu ers. Without this the bisimulation would have
been unmanageable. Furthermore | though we have not used them | there
exist various `up to' te hniques that an be exploited to redu e the size of the
relations [MS92,San95℄. `Up to' te hniques ombine the dire t approa h with
algebrai reasoning.
Dealing with data stru tures. Although our approa h does not require to master
a proof system for bisimulation, it still requires a lot of expertise in theorem
proving, as usually the systems to be veri ed manipulate data. Proving simple
fa ts about the data stru tures of a system (list, sta ks, et .) may amount to
more than half of the intera tion with the theorem prover. At this point the
user has to de ide whether to perform the full proof, or whether to provide
ertain ne essary theorems as unproved axioms. Usually the properties of the
data stu tures are rather straightforward, and so the proof does not lose mu h
redibility.
Improving the approa h. In our ase study we have modelled all transition systems from s rat h, slightly modifying the de nition of observation equivalen e in
order to avoid a restri tion (or hiding) operator, and proje ting the labels either
on the signals or on the use of onne tions. A formalization of a framework for
further proofs would of ourse have to ontain a restri tion operator, and to implement a general de nition of observation equivalen e. Further there would have
to be a transition rule lifting the user-de ned axioms to the transition systems.
We have implemented su h a prototypi al framework | yet still with restri tion
integrated in the de nition of bisimilarity | and have transferred some simple
proofs from Se tion 4 to it.
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